Velourzusatz
Technical Information

Characteristics:

Rosner Velourzusatz can be used as effect additive for all Rosner paint systems and helps
to achieve a coarse to fine textured surface. A perfect result can only be achieved by carrying out the following instructions.

Area of application:

Suitable as paint additive for effect coatings for furniture and interior fittings. For high-quality
and resistant, coloured and transparent coatings of furniture in kitchens, offices, schools and
homes as well as hotel and catering facilities. Also suitable for coloured and transparent
coatings on glass substrates.

Substrates:

Perfectly dry, clean substrates that have been treated accordingly to achieve the desired
effect. The substrate must be solid.

Mixing ratio:

Recommended quantity to add to the paint: 5% by weight (50 g/l)
ATTENTION: Mechanical stirring!

Processing:

Rosner Velourzusatz is added by weight. It is important to ensure that the additive is added
before adding the hardener, as the total amount of paint and additive must be cross-linked
with hardener. The additive must be stirred into the basecoat thoroughly by machine. The
quantity of the additive may also be less than 5%. For a higher amount, do not add more
than 10%.
IMPORTANT:
An application by Airmix is possible only to a limited extent as this may cause mottling. If
you use Rosner Velourzusatz fein, mottling can occur even when using a gravity spray
gun. When working with Airmix, make sure that suitable filters are used, as too fine filters get
clogged.

Dilution:

Rosner Velourzusatz is ready for use. Depending on the process and requirements, the
ready-to-use paint-hardener mixture can be diluted with DD-Verdünnung Nr. 20. Use DDVerdünnung Nr. 25 to retard the drying.

Cleaning of tools:

Waschlöser Nr. 52 and PUG Pinsel- u. Gerätereiniger.

Storage:

Rosner Velourzusatz can be stored for at 3 years in tightly closed original containers.
Paints that have been mixed with Rosner Velourzusatz tend to a higher sedimentation rate.
In case of long storage, the paint must be stirred thoroughly prior to use.

Special remarks:

Rosner Velourzusatz must be stored before every use. Rosner Velourzusatz is available
with different grain sizes: fine, standard and coarse.

Please turn over!
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Please consider:

The product and the recommendations in this technical data sheet correspond to today’s
state of the art. Our oral and written application recommendations, that are based on years
of experience and provided to the best of knowledge, are non-committal and do not establish a contractual relationship and secondary obligation of the sales contract. They do not release the user from his obligation to verify on his own responsibility the existing substrate
and the suitability of our products for the intended purpose. In case of doubt, suitability and
spreading rate are to be tested by creating a sample. If our products are combined or intermixed with third-party products, we cannot guarantee a perfect surface finish.
Our general terms and conditions apply.
This technical data sheet replaces all previous versions.
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